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US Vice President Joe Biden’s smiling and nodding attendance of the inauguration of
Ukrainian President was the ﬁnal stroke in legitimizing a leader and a government brought
about by a US backed and orchestrated coup d’état.
Sure Mr. Biden has a lot to smile about: not only has his government successfully
destabilized another country for the US corporate military industrial complex but he has
secured his youngest son Hunter Biden a million dollar job establishing his family’s place in
the future of the American elite hierarchical oligarchy.
To top it all oﬀ Biden and his American elitist cronies have more or less successfully
managed to demonize Russia for their entire operation.
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Western Backers Gloat
Watching a tanned Biden smiling and nodding next to his blonde trophy wife at many of the
wrong moments during the inauguration of Washington’s latest puppet Petr Poroshenko, it
was clear that he was only pretending he understood what he was witnessing. Like gum
chewing Obama at Normandy/Mandela, Victoria Nuland posing for photo ops with
triumvirate (Yatsenyuk, Tyahnybok and Klitschko) , John Kerry and his Syrian “we knows”
and George Bush and his entire two terms, Joe Biden proved to the part of the world that
has a real understanding of the events and the history of Ukraine that the Washington
political elites are nothing but overpaid empty suits who are completely and totally ignorant
of anything and everything beyond their little bubble-like worlds of self-serving lies and
manufactured realities.
It would be something to ridicule and laugh about but in their ignorance they are killing
millions of people, spreading misery and despair and devastating the planet and destroying
the future for all peoples including their own citizens and the scary thing is they do not even
understand, let alone care how they are devastating the planet and causing death and
misery all over the world.
Poroshenko’s Challenges
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There is no way that exit poll president Poroshenko will be elected again if the Ukrainian
election system returns to something approaching a democratic process therefore he has a
very short time to attain his objectives. Number one is ensuring an EU agreement is signed,
establishing NATO infrastructure in Ukraine, quelling dissent and attempting to keep eastern
regions in Ukraine without federalizing the country (an impossibility), avoiding his own
prosecution for war crimes, ensuring the long term survival of the fascists who have
attained power and their continued escape from justice and the protection of the oligarchs
and their western masters from prosecution and from the people of Ukraine. In short he has
to continue to attempt to legitimize the junta and its western masters and keep them from
facing justice for crimes ranging from treason to genocide.
Poroshenko’s Inauguration Speech and his Audience: Fascist Nationalists and Western
Sponsors
From the outset it is clear that Poroshenko’s speech was written not for the Ukrainian people
as a whole but for a very narrow audience of foreign sponsors from the US and the EU, for
whom he was the most desirable choice (the wise grandfatherly ﬁgure) and for all of the
national socialist, fascist and nazi forces that allowed his rise to power.
His speech began by quoting Ivan Franko, a famous poet and the co-founder a Ukrainian
Radical Party and a nationalist anarchist Mikhail Drahomanov who both played an important
role in the development of the Ukrainian ultra-right nationalist movement and who in their
day faced persecution for their extremist views.
Denying Ukraine’s historic ties to Russia and the history of Kievan Rus Poroshenko stated
that: “The return of Ukraine to its natural, European state has been long-awaited by many
generations,” this is clearly an aﬀront to all Ukrainians who see their historic ties to Russia
as being important, but plays to the European aspirations of nationalists, something that has
gone hand in hand with Ukrainian nationalism and was most marked with the 1917
revolution and the beginning of the Soviet Union.
Recent History Revised: Legitimizing the Maidan Coup
Poroshenko, in his wording, is attempting to characterize (as has been the narrative but
forward by the West) the western backed coup and the armed neo-nazi nationalist thugs on
Maidan who assisted in overthrewing the democratically elected government, as a popular
revolt with its cause being the EU agreement. Calling the previous contitutional
democratically elected government a “dictatorship” is completey disengenous and in fact
and outright lie. While the supposed pretext of the Maidan (manipulated by the West as they
unleashed their paid thugs and Right Sector military formations) was the signing of an EU
association agreement, any popular discontent that may have existed was due to poor living
conditions, unemployment and corruption caused by oligarchs like himself. Saying a the
previous government also sought to deprive the Ukrainian people of EU agreement is also
not true as President Yanukovich merely said such a move had to be studied further. This
theme clearly ignores the wishes of the majority of Ukrainians who wanted to improve
relations with Russia and the socio-economic realities on the ground. It also ignores the fact
that waht happened on the Maidan was a US organized revolt. Something few in the West
watn to address even though the evidence was made clear by the US’ own oﬃcials.
He calls the disgraceful destruction to property, ﬁres, the killing of police and security forces
and the overthrow of a democratically elected president who merely wanted to take a pause
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to study an EU agreement that was being fast-tracked into law as something digniﬁed.
“Dictatorship that ruled Ukraine in recent years sought to deprive us of this
prospect (Europeanization) people rebelled. Victorious Revolution of dignity….”
He further attempted to legitimize Ukraine’s nazis by calling them ﬁghters for
independence. The enslaving of Ukraine to the EU, NATO, the IMF and the US he apparently
equates to “independence.” It is quite stunning actually.
“Entire generations of Ukrainian patriots struggled for our independence.”
Transferring Blame for Junta’s Punitive War
Apparently Poroshenko is concerned about the fact that he is guilty of war crimes for
continuing the junta’s punitive war and collective punishment on the civilians and the
people of Donbass. He attempts to portray the war as having originated within Donbass
ignoring the reality that it is a punitive operation after the population in the region rose up
against the fascist junta and refused to be led by an illegitimate government. That
government launched a war on the people while labelling it a terrorist operation. Again he
tries to tie it with Europeanization and for some reason believes that he can get away with
calling the democratically elected government of Victor Yanukovich “tyranny”. Reality has
no meaning for Poroshenko, he can say anything he wants.
“A real war, planned and unleashed in the Ukrainian Donbass, became an obstacle for
enormous opportunities that opened for the European modernization of Ukraine after the fall
of tyranny.”
A Moment of Silence for the Fascists? No Mention of Berkut
If anyone had the illusion that Poroshenko represents all of the Ukrainian people the error of
that belief should be clear by his moment of silence for the Right Sector and assorted
nationalists who died on the Maidan. He did not mention the brave Berkut oﬃcers who were
unarmed and beaten to death, he did not mention the possibly over 100 people who were
brutally murdered and burned alive in Odessa, he did not mention the victims of pogroms in
Mariupol or other locations in Ukraine, nor did he mention those being killed by the
Ukrainian army as I am writing this. He mentioned the “heroes” of the Maidan, the assorted
Bandera nazi trash that killed and are killing anyone opposed to their fascist power grab. For
Poroshenko, his western masters and the fascists in the Rada all of these people mean
nothing. As the Right Sector calls them, they are mere “insects.”
“Heroes of Nebesna Sotnya died for it. Let us honor the memory of those who died for
freedom and independence of Ukraine with a moment of silence.”
A Phony Peace Plan
Much hailed by the West and the western media as a sign of his moderate decency, his
normalcy set to counter act a growing level of questioning and disgust in the West by those
who are actually obtaining access to the real information coming out of Ukraine,
Poroshenko’s peace plan is being promoted granting the illusion that he wants peace and is
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not in fact continuing the wholesale killing of the populations in the east of the country.
Poroshenko’s peace plan is a complete farce, even if taken at face value. As the operations
are being orchestrated by the West who is manipulating the language no doubt to protect
Poroshenko from future prosecution the wording has to be studied carefully and his “oﬀers
of piece” looked at critically against the backdrop of what is really happening in the country.
It would appear that the “plan” or perhaps it is better to call it the “ﬁnal solution” is merely
a Trojan horse and a license to continue the war against the Ukrainian people.
By stating the word revenge from the start Poroshenko is implying that there is in fact a
reason for taking revenge and names that reason the sacriﬁces being made by the people of
Ukraine before his eyes. Of course in his kindness he chooses not to do so. This is a
completely obvious manipulation of the language and again a transference of the blame
setting up a future defense that he was just moved by the suﬀering of his people.
Given that many of the people assembled around him were directly involved in the murder
of civilians all over Ukraine and were in fact the architects of the punitive military campaign
being waged against the people he completely ignores this fact and makes it clear who the
“criminals” are, Russian speakers and those opposed to the junta.
“I do not want revenge. Even though there are great sacriﬁces of the people of Ukraine
before my eyes.”
Continuing that mien he ignores the fact it is the Maidan thugs and terrorists, the Right
Sector, the private fascist militias, Greystone mercenaries and Nazi paramilitaries that are
waging a punitive war against the civilian populations in the east. Implying that the people
do not have the right to defend themselves against an army gone mad killing its own
people, he pulls out the terrorist card. He also follows the Right Sector claim that they took
up arms legally.
Here it is important to note the similarities to the US strategy, for example in Afghanistan
where the US labelled everyone terrorists and literally attempted to make it illegal for the
people of Afghanistan to defend themselves, hauling anyone who resisted to Guantanamo or
killing them outright. How anyone is supposed to believe that women and children and
pensioners who are Orthodox Christians are terrorists is not important for the West they are
operating on Goebbels strategy.
“I strongly urge everyone who illegally took weapons in their hands to lay them down. In
response, I ﬁrst of all guarantee the exemption from criminal responsibility for those who do
not have blood of Ukrainian soldiers and civilians on their hands. And those who is not
involved in funding terrorism.”
The second point he makes is perhaps the most ridiculous and like the previous transfers
blame, demonizes Russia and does not reﬂect the reality of the situation. He takes no issue
with the Greystone mercenaries but claims there are Russian mercenaries in Ukraine. These
are the same invisible Russian mercenaries who no one sees because they are secret and
who have operate invisibly as ghosts not leaving a single sign of their presence in the
country, again a complete and total fabrication by the junta and the US.
Amid Russian calls for a humanitarian corridor to allow women and children and civilians to
leave Donbass rather than face the endless bombings and the war of extermination being
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carried out by the junta and Poroshenko, he makes a mockery of the very idea. Truly
disgusting.
“Second, controlled corridor for Russian mercenaries who would like to return
home.”
If all of this was not bad enough it only gets worse and even though much was made of the
fact that he spoke Russian this is just another propaganda ploy. He ignores that the
populations of Donetsk and Lugansk held referendums and now are no longer part of
Ukraine as they have chosen to determine their own futures, a right being denied to them
by the US/NATO and the junta and for which they are being killed, and then tries to say that
there are terrorists who have brought the East into a state of war, when it is in fact the
forces under his command. The people of Donetsk and Slavyansk are being killed by his
army, they are the terrorists, there is no one else. The junta has caused the country to spiral
into civil war but Poroshenko ignores this. His nazi brothers can do no wrong, it is the
bogeyman of Russia and the poor bombed civilians who are terrorists. Nauseating.
“… Many of you have already felt the “pleasures” of the rule of terrorists. In
addition to pillage and abuse of civilians, they led the economy of the region,
which has already been in crisis conditions, to the brink of total disaster.”
Continuing to Blame Yanukovich while Pretending to be Legitimate
Poroshenko knows he may be seen as an illegitimate leader after the holding of elections
with the country in a state of civil war. In order to add credibility to himself he claims the
recent unconstitutional elections conducted by the junta in which entire regions of the
country did not take part were legitimate. Of course. He then incredibly attempts to blame
Russian propaganda for the illegitimacy of the nazi junta. Of course this is made possible by
the US and the fact that no one is allowed to print or speak the truth in Ukraine anymore but
the disconnect from reality cannot be further. Just like the junta arranged the snipers on the
Maidan in an attempt to blame president Yanukovich, they continue to attempt to pass the
balme to him even though he is in hiding in Russia. If Poroshenko really wants peace let him
stop the punitive war against his own people right now, but of course the war criminal can
not, he has been bought and paid for, just another in a series of traitors to Ukraine
purchased by the CIA. Yes Joe Biden we see why you are smiling.
“Nationwide presidential elections has put a bold cross on the myth of allegedly illegitimate
Kyiv authorities. This myth has been created by Russian propaganda and clan of
Yanukovych who betrayed the Donbas and robbed it even more than the whole country. He
has been inseparably ruling Donetsk region for 17 years. And now, he is funding terrorists. It
is he who shall be totally responsible for political and socio-economic situation of the region.
For unemployment, for poverty and for refugees. For killed citizens and for mothers’ tears.”
False Claim of Decentralization
For Poroshenko decentralization obviously means spreading the junta’s grip away from Kiev.
What else could it mean when he still refuses to reinstate Russian as a state language and
refuses to discuss federalization? Ignoring that the “right” Ukrainians are killing the “wrong”
Ukrainians he continues his “speech”. He makes no note of the fact that Russia will continue
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to be demonized in Ukraine and does not touch upon measures initiated by the junta to
prhibit Russian being used in public places in cluding in doctor’s oﬃces, but does hint at
who is really controlling the scenario: the EU.
“With guarantee of free usage of Russian language in your region. With strong intention not
to divide people into right and wrong Ukrainians. With respect for the speciﬁcs of regions.
For the right of local communities to their peculiarities in the issues of historic memory,
pantheon of heroes, religious traditions. With project on creation of jobs in the East of
Ukraine elaborated jointly with our partners from the EU before the elections.”
Ignoring Atrocities
Clearly a sly wink to the Right Sector here. He dares to mention the patriotism he has seen
in Odessa but again fails to mention the over 100 people burned alive and brutally
murdered there. Obviously it is the patriotism of the brutal nazi murderers that he is
impressed with. That message is clear.
“I am deeply impressed with patriotism of citizens in southern and eastern regions, from
Odessa to Kharkov. Peace has not come yet, but today we can conﬁdently say that hard
challenges united Ukrainian family. They strengthened us as Ukrainian political nation which
is conﬁdent in its European choice. Our people has never been so strong.”
Preparing the Groundwork for NATO
The following paragraph must have been written with the help of NATO propagandists. If you
will recall dear reader once Ukraine joins NATO the country will have to give up at least 8%
of its GDP to support NATO. The country will have to spend billions upon billions of dollars on
“upgrading” and “interoperability” enhancements and of course the people will have to get
used to having foreign troops in their sold out and occupied country.
To make all of this possible there has to be a threat. Poroshenko, like Adolf Hitler is calling
for arming, but there is no threat to Ukraine. Even the implied bogeyman of Russia was not
mentioned as the Ukrainian people would never believe this. They know who the threat is:
Poroshenko and his fascists.
“For peace to become lasting, we must get used to living in constant combat readiness. We
have to keep the gunpowder dry. Army and its re-equipment by means of national militaryindustrial complex is our top priority. Moreover, state orders for military-industrial
enterprises will give a boost to reindustrialization of the economy. Those who grudge money
for the armed forces feed foreign army. Nobody will protect us until we learn to defend
ourselves.”
One has to ask the question again: Against whom!?!?! However he then makes it clear and
should follow his own advice, as should the brutal Right Sector and Svoboda fascists: those
who live by the sword perish by the sword. No secret anymore it is right out there. His goal
is enslaving Ukraine to NATO and the EU whether the people want it or not. Yes Nuland,
Kerry, Pyatt, McFaul, Rasmussen, Ashton, and Biden, you truly do have a reason to smile.
Another country is killing its own people for your worthless dollars and doing your bidding
like mindless sheep.
The Budapest Memorandum was the key security arrangement with Russia. OF course that
will have to annulled. However there are clauses that would allow it to be used against the
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junta itself, if anyone cared to study it properly.
“I will use my diplomatic experience to ensure the signature of an international agreement
that would replace the Budapest Memorandum. Such agreement must provide direct and
reliable guarantees of peace and security – up to military support in case of threat to
territorial integrity. Any aggressor on the border of Ukraine must remember the saying from
the Gospel: for all they that take the sword shall perish with the sword.”
The New Masters: The EU
More European rhetoric, however decentralization does not apply to Donbass. Again the
decentralization means spreading the junta’s control into the regions:
“European democracy for me is the best form of government invented by
mankind. It is the European choice which tells us that signiﬁcant part of powers
must be immediately delegated from the center to local governments. Reform
on decentralization will begin this year with amendments to the Constitution.”
Further Raping of the Economy
Prepare for Oligarch Poroshenko to take complete control of the economy and allow him to
hoard the wealth because it needs to be “built up” and of course those funds will go to
Europe!
“While economic management falls within the competence of free market or
the Government, President as a guarantor of the Constitution is obliged to
provide conditions for innovative economy and social justice. Fair distribution
of national wealth is an urgent demand of time. But we must increase the
national wealth before distributing it. Ukraine has everything to ensure the
European prosperity for people.”
Yes Ukrainian people do not think, do not choose your own future. Just follow the
instructions of the EU. Your president has determined your fate. It is written in the EU
agreement, an agreement that will enslave you forever.
“European choice of Ukraine – is the heart of our national ideal. It is a choice
made by our ancestors and prophets. And what exactly do we have to do to
live freely, to live comfortably, to live in peace and security? It is written in the
agreement on political association and free trade area with the EU.”
Unbelievable!
Finally: A Call for Fascists to Unite, the NATO Endgame
The most chilling aspect of the speech came towards the end and should have set oﬀ alarm
bells around the world. Poroshenko ﬁnally vocalizes the real plan of his government and the
junta by causally referring to the failures of previous Ukrainian nationalist and fascist
movements and speaking sentimentally about such ﬁgures as Symon Petliura, the most
brutal of the nazi collaborators and what some call the mentor of Stepan Bandera.
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Imagine if a German politician mentioned the sad arguments between Adolf Hitler and say
Heinrich Held or Benito Mussolini expressing regret at the demise of the Third Reich. For
some reason Biden continued to smile.
Was Poroshenko merely playing to his base? Or is he really going to continue the war on the
Ukrainian people started by Svoboda and the Right Sector?
Apparently he is set on continuing the punitive military operations. There are some that take
issue with the fact Poroshenko is Jewish, so why would he mention Symon Petliura who was
said to have commanded pogroms against Jews? And if not leading them then at least
condoning them having once said: “… it is a pity that pogroms take place, but they uphold
the discipline of the army.”
Is that Poroshenko’s belief? Does he believe that the pogroms against the citizens of
Donetsk and Lugansk are okay because they “uphold discipline.” Or is his approach towards
what the junta are calling “pro-Russian terrorists” more along the lines of Hitler who when
asked what to do with Russian Jews stated “als Partisanen auszurotten” (exterminate them
as partisans). Is Poroshenko of the belief that the people in the east have to be
“exterminated like terrorists”? It would appear so. Their crime? They are against being ruled
by fascists and labelled as pro-Russian.
“To implement our ambitious plans, we need not only peace and unity of the
country, but also consolidation of all patriotic, pro-Ukrainian and pro-European
forces. We must always keep in mind the harsh lessons of the national
liberation struggle of the seventeenth-twenties of the last century. At that
time, our politicians were not able to unite and resist aggression jointly.
Volodymyr Vynnychenko fought against Mykhailo Hrushevskyi, Symon Petliura
fought against Pavlo Skoropadskyi. And Nestor Makhno fought against all.”
Fascist neo-Nazi racist parties and grouping in Ukraine like the Right Sector and Svoboda as
well as neo-Nazi groups, proponents of anti-Semitism, and various far-right racist groups
“worldwide” accuse the most brutal proponents and enablers of the bloodshed in Ukraine,
such as Kolomoisky who is trying to establish his own little Fourth Reich, Arseny Yatsenyuk
who betrayed and sold his country out for personal gain, Victoria Nuland the key puppet
master and Poroshenko of being Jewish. This is may be a key questions for some in Ukraine
but in reality what we have are forces working in unison, if not those at the top manipulating
radical followers of nazi ideology to bring about the objectives of US/NATO/EU.
It would appear that in reality anti-Semitism and neo-nazism in fact mean nothing when it
comes to the goal, dividing the centuries long brotherhood between the Ukrainian and
Russian people and placing NATO ﬁrst strike infrastructure in Ukraine. They are just being
paid and the ideological leanings of Yarosh, Poroshenko and the like are most likely
completely irrelevant to the cynical geopolitical planners. How will the Right Sector react
when they realize the are just pawns?
How are the Jews in Ukraine supposed to believe in leaders who support forces that call for
the hanging of Jews and speak sentimentally of anti-Semitic monsters who carried out
genocide on the Jewish population of Ukraine? There can be no excuse whatsoever for
unleashing nazis once again in Europe. But Biden smiles.
I started out by saying Biden and Company have no idea what they are doing yet ﬁnish with
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a contradiction and leave you with this thought: perhaps they know exactly what they are
doing and are playing all of the opposing forces in Ukraine for all they are worth to bring
about their goal? Which might better explain Biden’s smiles and nods, everything is going
according to plan in Ukraine, soon NATO/EU/IMF and their assembled forces will have
conquered another country and enslaved its economy. Although you might say the 8% of
GDP that Ukraine will have to pay NATO is not really that much, they are also taking the
energy sector, the economy and everything else they can get their hands on under control.
The US military industrial complex and NATO win once again and the people of Ukraine lose
forever in the “fate” that will be signed by Poroshenko as soon as the document is before
him. The same document that the legal President of Ukraine Victor Yanukovich wanted to
study before it was signed.
The real patriots of Ukraine are the people who want to breathe free, not the junta and the
oligarchs who have sold the country down river and are selling Ukrainian sovereignty to the
wolves for all eternity. Russia has never “subjugated” Ukraine, Russia has always repsected
Ukraine’s Sivereignty and treated Ukraine as a brotherly nation. Anyone who tells you
otherwise is misinformed or has another agenda.
As the people in the east continue to ﬂee Ukraine and continue to die at the hands of their
own army one might tell the US Vice President: smile Biden, you deserve it. And Victoria
Nuland who just visited Odessa but did not think it worth her while to lay ﬂowers at, or visit
the House of Unions, where a ceromony was taking place where her Right Sector and proMaidan forces killed what are possibly over a hundred innocent civilians who were
attempting to take part in their own “democracy” and protesting aginst the junta, you can
keep smiling too. How you are still allowed into a country you openly subverted is beyond
me.
Note From Author
Dear reader I challenge anyone to prove one claim against Russia that is being made by
Poroshenko and the junta. Just one. Please show us the evidence. Of course no one can.
There is none.
The views and opinions expressed here are my own. I can be reached at robles@ruvr.ru.
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